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Welcome to the very first issue of Lavernoich's Lounge – a new creative venture with a somewhat old
title. (Those who've followed me on the Internet for nearly the past twenty years – at least those with
long memories – will truly understand what I mean.)
For those of you who've followed my career for the past quarter-century-plus (and not just on the Internet) – as well as those who haven't: I've already written five books, including the first two Chameleons,
Inc. novels, as well as various short stories and articles that've been published both in print and on the Internet (and there are several sections of my newsletter devoted to my literary efforts). I also maintain a
trio of websites on the Internet – including my official website and my Pictures Shop site where you can
purchase some of my artistic efforts (and there's a section of my newsletter devoted to yours truly on the
Internet, including my pages on Facebook, Twitter, etc.). I also have my own YouTube Channel, which I
use to help promote my creative efforts (and I've just completed my three newest videos, which should be
already uploaded and displayed on YouTube by the time you get this premiere issue); in the near-future, I
plan to use my YouTube Channel to go beyond just spotlighting promotional videos.
This debut issue is – more or less – a chance for you to get to know me and my creative efforts a bit
better, which will encourage you to check out (and maybe purchase) my wares, which certainly counts as
a sales pitch (even if you do have to compete with everyone else in order to draw attention to what you
have to offer). Future issues of Lavernoich's Lounge will give you the latest news – and not just about
my current creative efforts – as well as a few surprises that will no doubt interest and intrigue you. (Consider that a subtle clue to what you can expect in the near-future.) And if you're wondering why you're
reading Lavernoich's Lounge in PDF format – well, that's one of the many wonders of modern technology (that, plus the fact that the PDF format is – more or less – interactive). As for a print version of Lavernoich's Lounge – well, let's see how successful the PDF version is (and after all, producing it that way is
far more sensible, at least from an economic standpoint).
So, to paraphrase the immortal Bugs Bunny – on with the newsletter, this is it. I hope you like and appreciate my efforts (and you can contact me at jlavernoich2008@hotmail.com and let me know what you
like – or don't like – about Lavernoich's Lounge, as well as how to improve it).

John Lavernoich
Winsted, CT
March 16, 2016

In the late-1990's, I wrote the script for Code Name: Chameleons, an unsold TV-movie script which introduced
Chameleons, Inc., the female group of detectives who take on the most unusual cases (think Charlie's Angels
meets Wonder Woman and The Twilight Zone [or The Outer Limits]). In 2001, I decided to turn my TV-movie
script into a prose novel which was published by iUniverse in 2002.
It wouldn't be until late-2009 and early-2010, that the second Chameleons, Inc. novel, Chameleons To The
Rescue, was published by Lulu Books. And if those paragraphs have further increased your curiosity about
Chameleons, Inc. (and they should) – just follow this simple instruction sandwiched between those two arrows:

In case you're interested, a third Chameleons, Inc. is definitely in the works – and yes, the plot for it's already
brewing in my mind. (More on that in future issues – not to mention the official Chameleons, Inc. website!) In the
meantime, to check out the screenplay for a possible feature film adaptation of Code Name: Chameleons, written
by yours truly (all the more reason for you to help drum up support for the movie itself and help make it a reality),
please click here! And if that isn't all, click on the following image link below this very paragraph:

Beyond The Unknown was my fourth published book (released last year) – and my second short story collection.
(Not to mention my second book published in E-book format only.) Beyond The Unknown – which consists of three
science fiction and fantasy tales – was inspired in part by The Twilight Zone, one of my all-time favorite TV shows
(created and hosted by Rod Serling, one of my all-time favorite writers who was – and still is – a key influence on my
writing career). To learn more about Beyond The Unknown – including how it came to be – just follow the instructions
(and arrows) below this very paragraph:

And that's just the beginning – there are also plans for create not only a comic book version of Beyond The Unknown (with yours truly writing some scripts for it), but also a weekly TV series (which I hope to produce as well as
write some scripts for it). And I'm seriously considering spinning off Beyond The Unknown into its own official website.
More news on the aforementioned items – plus lots more – on not only my official website, but also Beyond The Unknown's Facebook page (and to go there, click on the image link below this very paragraph):

And for a complete list of the short stories and articles that I've written for the
Internet, including my most recent short story, DURWOOD'S DESCENT – and yes,
more will definitely be added to it in the coming weeks – visit:

For the past few years, I've had my Pictures Shop website, where you can not only purchase original
drawings (either regular pencil-and-ink or digital) made to your specifications (as long as they're not
offensive, overly-political or controversial), but also reproductions of past drawings and specialty
photographs from my Artist's Gallery page on Fine Art America's website – including:

I'll be adding new drawings and photographs to my Fine Art America Artist's Gallery in the weeks and
months – not to mention adding any new items to my Pictures Shop website. So, here's the link to my
Pictures Shop website:

Not to mention the link to my Artist's Gallery Page on Fine Art America's website:

And if that's not all – click on the following below this very paragraph:

In addition to my trio of websites, including my official website (the web address for which is located on
the cover of this very newsletter) …

Not to mention the following (just click on the following underlined sites below this very paragraph):

(And by the next issue of Lavernoich's Lounge, I might start several additional social network accounts!)

Since 2010, I've uploaded videos on YouTube in order to promote my creative efforts, as well as
giving some background info on yours truly (not to mention a surprise or two); actually, the YouTube account that I currently have is my second. (I've also uploaded some videos on my Facebook page that are of a more personal nature – but that's another story for another time.)

There, you'll view some of my YouTube videos from the past few years, including my most
recent, which promotes the very newsletter that you're reading right now – not to mention some of
my favorite YouTube videos that'll entertain and surprise you. By the time you get this newsletter,
I'll already have uploaded several more videos on YouTube's website – with some of them promoting the audio version of Memories Of My Youth – more on them in the next issue.
And I'm seriously considering doing more than uploading promotional videos on YouTube – like
say, a possible weekly TV series which'll involve my vast knowledge of pop culture. (Of course, if
you've got some suggestions that might be helpful in making it a reality, you can contact me at
jlavernoich2008@hotmail.com.)

